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Introduction
We wanted to show the students the close relationship between math and science, and use the
knowledge in astronomy, letting a small piece of the universe come out of the dark.
The task was to calculate the height of a moon crater wall, and compare the result with table
numbers.
All students did the task in national groups before going to Italy, to be prepared, since it was
difficult. Many steps to be made and a lot of new knowledge. The Spanish team were working to
know how to measure the Moon’s craters depth. This task was carried out in parallel with the
Swedish team, and was finally guided by the Spanish students during the activity in Gualdo Tadino,
serving to generate a scientific essay in international teams, with abstract in four languages
(Spanish, Italian, Swedish and English).

Materials
-

-

-

A photography with a good quality of
the Moon, minimum 4000x4000 px, in
order to have enough resolution. As it is
important taking pictures in the
crescent phase, we agreed to take
pictures of the Moon between May and
October 2018; some of them were
showed in the meeting in Gualdo
Tadino.
We use this activity to learn about the
programme GIMP that allows to take
and
analyze
properly
all
the
measurements.
Paper, pens, calculator.

Procedure/Method
First of all, once we had a good picture
of the Moon, we carried out the
measurement of the lunar radius, the
shadow of the mountain, and the
distance to the terminator with a
program called“Gimp”.
We chose to learn a crater called Tycho.
We measure the lunar radius in pixels
using GIMP and its tools.
Next, we connected the corners of the
square.
Doing this, we located the center of the
Moon. Then we drew another line from
the center to the border of the Moon to
measure the radius in pixels.
To measure the shadow of the
mountain we will zoomed in to get
better measurements. We drew a line
from one extreme to the other with this
tool:
Next, we measured the distance from
the top of the mountain to the
terminator line (the line that separates
the illuminated area from the shadow
zone) using the same tool.
So, after having obtained the main data,
we could choose two methods to solve
the problem:
Method 1: Using Pythagoras
As we see in the picture, after checking
all the information, we can get all the
sides of the inside triangle.

rl2=dt2+x2

We related the smallest sides of the Method 2: Using trigonometry
inside triangle with the sides of the other After the first step, we calculated the angle α using
one, to get the height through the function
proporcionality between both triangles:
sin α = Dt/Rl.

X = AB
dt = BC




CD = s
CE = h

Once we found α, this angle is coincident with the
angle formed by Sun light, which allowed us to
Once we calculate the heigh in pixels, we calculate the height of the crater in pixel, and then
were able to convert it into kilometres using convert it into Km using the pixel / km ratio of the
radius of the moon.
the moon radius.
tag α = h / s ; h = s. tag α

Results
We detect tinny errors of 0.2 - 0.4 km regarding the real meassure that we found out in Wikipedia.
The results leave us with a relative error of:
0.2 km  4.016%
0.4 km  8.3%
Therefore, we considerate that the method is effective enough. In order to apply this method the
craters we measure must be as near as possible of the terminator.
Maybe the error depends on where we situate the terminator line because we can see with
accuracy the border.
We can improve the result by increassing the brightness to see better the terminator.

Our calculations about Tycho:

The real measure:

Example of students calculations and results in Italy
- Moons radius = 1737km
- Craters Depth = 5.2km
Measurements:

Using these methods gave us ok results in
heights of moon craters. Some came as
close as 0,1 km.

- Moon’s radius = 1737km, 1130 pixels.
- Distance to terminator = 185 pixels.
- Crater’s shadow = 20 pixels.
Calculations:
- x= √ 1276900-38025=1113,04
- x  shadow
t 48,4=H
h=4,02
4,02*1,537=6,179
H(pixels)=(195*20)/1113,067=3,32
H(km)=(3,32*1737)/1130=5,10km
Absolute error =5,2-5,1=0,1

Conclusions
We achieved very good results taking into account the simplification that we did of calculations so
that it will not be impossible for kids who are still studying in highschool to understand.
In fact, the transnational teams that worked in Gualdo with this method were able to write very
good scientific essays using this activity also to exchange knowledge and to reach agreements. The
guidelines for the essays were given by the Swedish team. As result of our project “Out of the
dark”, we definitely had to use our common knowledge to complete the task.
Writing the abstract in four languages was a good task. The procedure was a bit difficult, and to
discuss these difficulties in a second language even harder.
All students now know Pythagoras theorem, proportionality, names of craters, what a terminator
is, and so on.
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